Following and , we consider hybrid dynamical systems with parameterized switching surfaces. The goal is to optimize the choice of parameters in relation with a criterion. In an optimal control framework we deepen and generalize results of these authors. We get that thanks a known algorithm, usually not totally explicit, that can be here specified up to obtain an efficient one. Ideas of some new or classical applications are given. They will be developped in a second paper, enforcing the theoric results expanded here.
INTRODUCTION
Authors of (Boccadoro et al., , 2005 and , have pointed out and studied an optimization problem of switching surfaces in hybrid dynamical systems (h.d.s. -for general notions see, for example, (Bensoussan et al., 1997) , (Van Der Schaft and Schumacher, 1999) , (Zaytoon et al., 2001) ). Here, drawing our inspiration from the classical reference book (Bryson and Ho, 1969) , we get the results of and , by another method. This one uses the variational calculus with an augmented criterion. It readily gives the searched relations. As opposed to the more technical method used by the previous authors, here the meaning of the costate in the framework of optimal control becomes clear. Moreover, our results are more general, including mobility of switching surfaces and specific terms in the criterion at switching instants. An important result is the determination of the optimal switching instants.
First, the problem is stated. Varitional calculus is then applied to an augmented criterion. This supplies a method for the criterion gradient calculus which reduces the optimization problem to the use of a classical steepest descent algorithm. In our conclusion we give ideas of classical or new applications. They are developped in a second paper (Quémard et al., 2005d) , enforcing the theoric results expanded here. 
PRESENTATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Remark -For A1 as for A2, case where is
Relation (3) comes from 0
and given assumptions. We search values for which optimize
In this paper, we limit ourselves to the search of a calculus method for the variation 
. The use of a classical steepest descent algorithm (Polak, 1997) permits then pursuing the resolution. 
VARIATIONAL CALCULUS
Hence, we have and therefore
. In the sequel we will enforce conditions on 
2.7.1) we calculate variation under constraints
(1) and (2): ,
Integrating by parts yields 
We can deduce
Let us choose to compel ( ), 
One can find jump relations (7), (8) in (Bryson and Ho, 1969), or (El Bagdouri et al., 2005) .
We can deduce ( )
Thus i ν is explicitly determined as a function of ( )
By this way system (6) with limit condition (9) or (11) can be solved backwards starting from up to . This resolution is efficient because condition This result has been established by authors of and , but limited to the case where In (Boccadoro, 2004) one can find a nice application to the optimization of switching rules for a fixed obstacle avoidance problem in robotics. Our more general algorithm enables us to extend this application to the case of a mobile obstacle.
CONCLUSION
A natural generalization would be to consider the case where there is an additional continuous control term ( ) u t between switching times. This is studied in (Bryson and Ho, 1969) (10), (11) is not always possible. In particular, it is subject to some transversality conditions more difficult to specify (Bryson and Ho, 1969, p. 59, p. 103 and p. 164) . We can read p. 102: "However, finding solutions to such problems is, in general, quite involved". The question of optimization of switching surfaces for a hybrid dynamical system is due to authors of and . Our contribution is about deepening, simplification and generalization of their works. It uses the idea of an augmented criterion as in (Bryson and Ho, 1969) or (El Bagdouri et al., 2005) . Like in these references, at cost of more complexity and more place, it would be easy to generalize our algorithm to the case of controlled jumps for state variable x at switching instants (Bryson and Ho, 1969, p. 106-107 (Quémard, 2005d) . Let us mention the applications, classical or new, for which a resolution is performed:
Optimization of limit cycles. Application to a thermal device with hysteresis phenomenon (Quémard et al., 2005a (Quémard et al., , 2005b (Quémard et al., , 2005c .
Optimization of switching instants for a minimum time problem for a car with two gears Optimization of switching rules for a mobile obstacle avoidance problem in robotics.
